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Portable MAC Address Scanner PC/Windows

This is the portable version of MAC Address Scanner, a fast and
easy-to-understand program which scans a single host or entire
network for MAC addresses by IP range. It includes some pretty
intuitive features that can be figured out by users with minimal
background in networking utilities. Since there is no installation
involved, you can put the executable file in any folder on the disk
and just click it to run. The alternative is to save a copy of MAC
Address Scanner on a pen drive or other mass storage device, to
be able to use it on any machine effortlessly and without
previous installers. What's more, the Windows registry and Start
menu are not updated with new entries, as this usually happens
with installers. The user-friendly GUI consists of a simple frame
with a normal layout, where you can specify the scan target
between single host and network. For the last option you have to
point out a range of IP addresses. Scanning starts with the simple
click of a button. The list of results shows the host IP and MAC
address, along with the status for each identified entry. This
information can be exported to a report file for safekeeping and
closer inspection. There are no other notable features available
here. MAC Address Scanner is very low-demanding when it
comes to CPU and RAM, so its impact on system performance is
minimal. There were no issues throughout our evaluation, as the
app did not freeze, crash or show errors. To sum it up, MAC
Address Scanner offers a simple solution to locating MAC
addresses in the local network. Read more This is the portable
version of MAC Address Scanner, a fast and easy-to-understand
program which scans a single host or entire network for MAC
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addresses by IP range. It includes some pretty intuitive features
that can be figured out by users with minimal background in
networking utilities. Since there is no installation involved, you
can put the executable file in any folder on the disk and just click
it to run. The alternative is to save a copy of MAC Address
Scanner on a pen drive or other mass storage device, to be able
to use it on any machine effortlessly and without previous
installers. What's more, the Windows registry and Start menu are
not updated with new entries, as this usually happens with
installers. The user-friendly GUI consists of a simple frame with a
normal layout, where you can specify the scan target between
single host and network. For the last option
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This is the portable version of MAC Address Scanner, a fast and
easy-to-understand program which scans a single host or entire
network for MAC addresses by IP range. It includes some pretty
intuitive features that can be figured out by users with minimal
background in networking utilities. Since there is no installation
involved, you can put the executable file in any folder on the disk
and just click it to run. The alternative is to save a copy of MAC
Address Scanner on a pen drive or other mass storage device, to
be able to use it on any machine effortlessly and without
previous installers. What's more, the Windows registry and Start
menu are not updated with new entries, as this usually happens
with installers. The user-friendly GUI consists of a simple frame
with a normal layout, where you can specify the scan target
between single host and network. For the last option you have to
point out a range of IP addresses. Scanning starts with the simple
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click of a button. The list of results shows the host IP and MAC
address, along with the status for each identified entry. This
information can be exported to a report file for safekeeping and
closer inspection. There are no other notable features available
here. MAC Address Scanner is very low-demanding when it
comes to CPU and RAM, so its impact on system performance is
minimal. There were no issues throughout our evaluation, as the
app did not freeze, crash or show errors. To sum it up, MAC
Address Scanner offers a simple solution to locating MAC
addresses in the local network. Portable MAC Address Scanner
Download With Full Crack User Review: Read our MAC Address
Scanner Review and see what we think of the app Portable MAC
Address Scanner Product Key Mac OS X Rating: 4 100.00% 4
star(s) out of 5 4 User Rating: 4 100.00% 4 star(s) out of 5 View
overall Mac OS X rating MAC Address Scanner Mac OS X This is
the portable version of MAC Address Scanner, a fast and easy-to-
understand program which scans a single host or entire network
for MAC addresses by IP range. It includes some pretty intuitive
features that can be figured out by users with minimal
background in networking utilities. Since there is no installation
involved, you can put the executable file in any folder on the disk
and just click it to run. The alternative is to save a copy of MAC
Address Scanner on 3a67dffeec
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Portable MAC Address Scanner Registration Code

MAC Address Scanner is a simple yet effective portable tool for
locating the MAC address of your LAN-side PC. Quickly and
effortlessly scan all the network-side PCs at your workplace for
MAC addresses. Know what IP addresses your computer uses
Find the address of the computers who have access to your
network Find the default gateway of your computer Find the
username, computer name and browser of your computer Find
the computer name in your network Find the IP of the computer
who is connected via NAT Find the IP of the computer who has
the same router as yours Find the IP of the server who the
remote computer is reachable by (for the purpose of remote
computers which use iSCSI) Enter the IP address of the computer
you want to scan Specify if you want to find the MAC address of a
single host or the MAC addresses for the entire network Specify
the IP range that you want to scan Specify if you want to look for
TCP or UDP connections Specify if you want to look for HTTP, FTP
or SMTP connections Specify if you want to export the MAC
addresses to a text or Excel file MAC Address Scanner
automatically discovers the devices connected to the network
and scans the IP addresses of the visible computers. This will let
you know what computers are on your network and what IP
addresses they are using. You can use this information to fix
problems and increase the security of your network. Simply enter
the IP address of the computer which requires fixing in the IP
address field and click the button. The program will start to scan
for the IP of the computer and you will be able to get the MAC
address automatically. For every IP address found, MAC Address
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Scanner creates a detailed report listing all available MAC
addresses of the host, IP, MAC, TCP/UDP port, associated IP, as
well as other useful information such as username, PC name,
description and more. You can print or export all the results to
any text or XML format. Apart from the IP addresses of the
computers, the program also lists all the information about the
remote connection in a JSON format. The program runs in the
background as a network service, so no installation is required on
your computer. You can leave MAC Address Scanner running and
even switch to another program while it is scanning. The results
of the scan are kept on the memory as a history file, so you can
load it back with a

What's New In?

Find all MAC addresses in a range of IP addresses Search for
addresses by manufacturer and device name Show the results in
a list Save found MAC addresses in a report file Fully portable
Show software version in the main window Uninstall the
application through the control panel Easy to use Reports can be
exported to HTML and/or CSV format OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10
(32/64 bit) Screenshots: Reviews: About: MAC Address Scanner is
a handy application which is designed for scanning all MAC
addresses present in a network by IP range. The program
consists of a small frame with a normal layout which helps you
find the MAC address easily. The goal of MAC Address Scanner is
to help you determine the entire list of MAC addresses found on
your network, along with the information about each identified
entry such as IP address, device manufacturer and detailed MAC
address. The results can be saved in a customized report file for
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future viewing, sharing or archiving. MAC Address Scanner is a
compact program in terms of design, size and features. Due to
this, you can get it on any USB drive and run it on any desktop
computer or laptop without being bothered by prior installation.
This is a useful tool which is very easy to use. It’s powered by the
freeware package that can be downloaded from the internet.
Pros: The main aim of MAC Address Scanner is to make it easy
for users to find all MAC addresses in a specific range of IP
addresses. With the help of the application you can locate all the
MAC addresses in a network, even after a hard reset. With the
help of this tool you can find whether the device you are using
has any malicious or harmful MAC addresses. MAC Address
Scanner scans an entire network in only a few clicks, making it
user friendly for novice users. The program works on a few
different network technologies such as DHCP, PPP, PPPoE, and
Static. Due to the fact that it supports all the well-known network
protocols, you don’t have to stress about the way the wireless
technology is being used. MAC Address Scanner looks extremely
simple to use and the user interface is designed in such a way
that you don’t have to be a networking expert to get the full
benefit out of the application. The program shows the results in a
list with the host IP
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System Requirements For Portable MAC Address Scanner:

Windows 7 Mac OS X ANDROID The Chrome-based browser is
very basic and only has a couple of features: Usable in portrait or
landscape mode Browser history Back/forward browser buttons
Drop down menus (no icons or toolbars) Video player Simple
search bar Default font: Segoe UI Mountain Lion contains a very
basic interface. In Yosemite it's possible to get a somewhat
customized interface with an icon background, option to change
default fonts, some additional search bar
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